
 

 

Minutes from DINA-SE steering group online meeting, May 18 2018, 13.00–14.00 

Present:  

Anton Öberg 

Christian Isenvadh 

Claes Gustafsson 

Fredrik Ronquist 

Lisa Sundström 

Markus Englund 

Mikko Heikinen 

Monica Myrdal 

Niklas Wahlberg 

 

1. Approval of the agenda 

The agenda was approved with one other issue added. 
 

2. Review of minutes from last meeting 

The minutes from last meeting where approved. 

 

3. Update on development work at NRM 

Mikko described the development progress at NRM. The last few months NRM has built the platform 

and set up database, API, general user interface and basic authentication. The system now has a form 

for entering most mammal data, a simple search function and viewers/editors for taxonomy, storage 

locations and locality data.  

As for data migration, the general idea is to get real data into the system as quickly as possible so that 

users can start testing. Much real data is already in the system. The difficult parts of the data is 

included as “read only data” to begin with. 

Right now, the team is working on user/agent management and is planning for more advanced search. 

Next up after that is: 

- batch import, edit and export 

- georeferencing tools (Artdatabanken funding) 

- user interface design and improvements 

- additional features (new requirements etc.) 

- migrate the rest of the data 

The plan is to start testing with mammal users in October, going live November. 

Anton showed the current system (https://alpha-cm.dina-web.net) and gave a technical overview of the 

platform including the data model, style guide, API and test coverage (documentation can be found 

through links at the bottom of the page). Anton will be happy to answer any questions that come up 

about the user interface or platform. 

4.  Update on data migration at NRM 

Mikko reported that migration of GNM data to Specify is proceeding with database import and export 

procedures. Right now, the work is focused on image management and preparatory training and 

orientation of staff. Kevin Holston knows more details. Christian commented that the reason for 

proceeding with migrations to Specify 7 instead of going directly into DINA-Web is that migrations 

have been going on since 2015 and it is good to finish it. 

 

https://alpha-cm.dina-web.net/


 

 

Christian addressed the issue that the GNM data will move to Specify in a month, but there are no 

plans yet for this, and it is not clear who will take the cost. Will GNM or NRM be responsible for the 

system? According to Fredrik, this issue will be addressed at a meeting between museum directors 

next week. NRM is expected to take the cost and will be responsible for the system for now, but we 

need a long-term plan. Christian and the others working with migrations at GNM will provide 

information to the head of GNM about their needs. 

5. Other issues 

a) Time plan and goals for 2018 at NRM 

Mikko reported that the mammal collection at NRM is planned to be in the DINA-Web production 

system in November.  

b) Pilot collection selection 

The project plan specifies that the team should start working on four additional pilot collections this 

year. The plan is to start with a pre-evaluation of pilot collections, which can be done by collection 

staff. The result will be used to select which collections to proceed with and after that, requirements 

gathering and development of features needed by the collections can start. The plan is to expand one 

collection at a time since it will be easier to include more collections when some features are already 

built. 

Evaluation should start in a few weeks and top candidates for pilot collections are: 

- Entomology collection Lund 

- Environmental specimen system Stockholm 

- Mammal collection system in NRM 

The reason for not including any herbarium in the list is that NRM herbarium is moving and 

Gothenburg herbarium is not as urgent as the other top candidates are. 

c) Formal plan and agreement about migrating to and using Specify 

This was discussed under item 4. 

 

6. Next meeting 

Next meeting will be in September, Mikko will organize it. 


